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Abstract. Functionality is the highest semantic level of the software behavior 

pyramid that reflects goals of the software rather than its specific implementa-

tion. Detection of malicious functionalities presents an effective way to detect 

malware in behavior-based IDS. The utilization of Colored Petri Nets for the 

generalized description and consequent detection of specific malicious functio-

nalities from system call data has been earlier demonstrated by the authors. A 

technology for mining system call data, discussed herein, results in the detec-

tion of functionalities representing operation of legitimate software within a 

closed network environment. The set of such functionalities combined with the 

frequencies of their execution constitutes a normalcy profile typical for this en-

vironment. Detection of deviations from this normalcy profile, new functionali-

ties and/or changes in the execution frequencies, provides evidence of abnormal 

activity in the network caused by malware. This approach could be especially 

valuable for the detection of targeted zero-day attacks. The paper presents the 

results of the implementation and testing of the described technology on the 

computer network testbed. 
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1 Introduction 

The warfare in the cyberspace today is manifested primarily by the deployment of 

advanced malware and novel IDS technologies. Nevertheless, malware presents a 

significant threat to national infrastructures. Modern malware demonstrates features 

of both “carpet bombing” and high precision weapons: information attacks perpe-

trated by malicious codes are widespread and are commonly used to inflict costly 

massive disruptions, conduct espionage, and as in the case of the Stuxnet worm, even 

industrial sabotage [1], [2]. Consequently, Intrusion Detection is a very active area of 

research that continues evolving as the malware techniques improve to overcome 

existing defenses. However, the most popular malware detection schemes are still 

dominated by the binary signature-based approach. Although it has many practical 

advantages, this technology can be evaded by using automatic tools like code packers 

and metamorphic engines, and leads to a dead end due to exponentially growing data-
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base of binary signatures. In addition, it is inherently incapable of addressing targeted, 

zero-day malware attacks not represented by a binary sample in a database. 

Behavioral analysis offers a more promising approach to malware detection since 

behavioral signatures are more obfuscation resilient than the binary ones. Indeed, 

changing behavior while preserving the desired (malicious) functions of a program is 

much harder than changing only the binary structure. More importantly, to achieve its 

goal, malware usually has to perform some system operations (e.g. registry manipula-

tion). Since system operations can be easily observed and they are difficult to obfus-

cate or hide, malicious programs are more likely to expose themselves to behavioral 

detection. Consequently, while database of specific behavioral signatures is still to be 

utilized, its size and rate of increase are incomparably lower than those in the case of 

binary signatures. However, the behavioral detector has to be able to distinguish mali-

cious operations from benign (executed by benign program) ones which is often diffi-

cult. Moreover, maliciousness of an executed functionality can often be determined 

only by its context or environment. Therefore the challenge of behavioral detection is 

in devising a good model of behavior which is descriptive enough to allow for dis-

crimination of benign versus malicious programs and which can be tuned to the target 

environment.  

In principle, there are two kinds of behavior detection mechanisms: misuse detec-

tion and anomaly detection. Misuse detection looks for specific behavioral patterns 

known to be malicious, while the anomaly based approach responds to unusual (un-

expected) behavior. The advantage of anomaly based detection is in its ability to pro-

tect against previously unseen threats; however, it usually suffers from a high false 

positive rate. Misuse detection is usually more reliable in terms of detection perfor-

mance (fewer false positives and often no false negatives) but it has two major draw-

backs. First, defining a set of malicious patterns (signatures) is a time consuming and 

error prone task that calls for periodic updating, similarly to how binary signatures are 

used today. Second, it cannot detect any malicious code that does not expose known 

malicious behavior patterns and thus its capabilities to detect a zero day attack are 

limited. Consequently, it seems logical to combine both detection mechanisms thus 

resulting in a highly dependable IDS technology.  

This paper presents a technology centered on the concept of functionality, i.e. such 

a combination of computer operations that is defined not by its specific implementa-

tion but by the result of its realization reflecting the intent (goal) of the developer. 

First, we discuss the formalization aspects of behavioral signatures representing func-

tionalities, either benign or malicious, in the inclusive and obfuscation resilient form. 

Then we address the approach enabling the functionality extraction from a Kernel 

Object Access Graph capturing how kernel objects (objects managed by operating 

system, e.g. files, processes) are manipulated. Then we discuss the formation of a 

database containing the functionalities pertaining to the particular network environ-

ment that in combination with their frequencies of execution constitutes a customized 

normalcy profile. The resultant IDS would perform an ongoing task of functionality 

detection and assess the deviation of the observed network behavior from the earlier 

established normalcy profile. Finally, the implementation results of the particular 

components of the described system will be presented. 



 

The described technology is expected to be instrumental in the detection of tar-

geted information attacks against high value targets such as banks, power plants, gov-

ernment installations, etc. Indeed, Stuxnet-type malware is highly tuned to the par-

ticular network environment, and execution of its functionalities at the early stage of 

the attack would cause an anomaly in the network behavior undetectable by tradition-

al means. 

2 Modeling Behavior  

Behavior analysis can be performed on the basis of system call data. To facilitate 

kernel-level operations a computer issues system calls that being monitored and prop-

erly processed provide ample information for the understanding process behavior. 

However, system calls represent the lowest level of behavior semantics and mere 

aggregation of system calls has inherent limitations in terms of behavior analysis. 

Instrumental behavior analysis must involve all levels of the semantic pyramid, from 

its foundation to API functions and to its highest level – functionalities. Functionality 

is described as a sequence of operations achieving well recognized results in the pro-

grams environment. Being defined not by its specific implementation but by the result 

of its realization, functionality is the only level of behavior semantics where mali-

ciousness could be recognized. Indeed, there is no such thing as a malicious system 

call or a malicious API function; however the following is a partial list of commonly 

recognized malicious functionalities: Self code injection, Self mailing, Download and 

Execute,  Remote shell, Dll/Thread injection, Self manage cmd script create and ex-

ecute,  Remote hook, Password stealing.  

One can realize that malware inherently implements at least one malicious functio-

nality, otherwise it cannot be qualified as malware. A technology for discovering 

known functionalities by monitoring computer behavior offers a dependable tool for 

software classification. It includes the off-line task of representing functionalities by 

appropriate behavioral signatures defined in the system call domain. At the run time, 

these pre-defined signatures could be extracted from system call data thus manifesting 

a benign operation or malware attack. To implement this approach, the following 

challenges were addressed [3]: 

 Achieving the expressiveness of behavioral signatures, that is crucial for the suc-

cess of IDS in detecting new realizations of the same malware. Since most mal-

ware incidents are derivatives of some original code, a successful signature must 

capture invariant generic features of the entire malware family, i.e. the signature 

should be expressive enough to reflect the most possible malware realizations. 

 Addressing possible behavioral obfuscation, i.e. attempts to hide the malicious 

behavior of software, including the multipartite attacks perpetrated by coordinated 

operation of several individually benign codes. This is an emerging threat that, giv-

en the extensive development of behavior-based detection, is expected to become a 

common feature of future information attacks. 

 Achieving run-time signature matching efficiency, which determines the share of 

computer resources consumed by its security systems by the utilization of Colored 
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Petri nets (CPN). Development of the enabling technology for this approach, a 

general purpose CPN tool, e.g. a unique software module that could be pro-

grammed to implement various CPN. 

Ideally, malicious functionalities such as infection of executable files as performed 

by classical viruses are never executed by legitimate programs. However, most func-

tionalities cannot be declared as strictly malicious. For example, code injection is 

usually a strong sign of malicious behavior, but it can be also used by legitimate pro-

grams for debugging or profiling purposes. Similarly, some functionalities such as 

user interaction are seldom executed by malicious software. Although some of the 

malware (e.g. rogue antiviruses) can interact with the user, most malicious programs 

try to stay hidden. Consequently, according to testing results of [3] the detection of 

pre-defined, either malicious of benign, functionalities shows 100% success rate; 

however the functionality-based attack detection presents a more complex task that 

could be accomplished only by the detection of more than one strategically chosen 

functionalities. One can base this detection on conditional probabilities of occurrence 

of particular functionalities subject to the execution of malicious and legitimate pro-

grams. 

3 Dealing with Functionalities 

In [3] the functionality specification domain (abstract OS objects) is separated from 

the detection domain (system calls). Abstract specification domain allows an expert to 

concentrate on the conceptual realization of a functionality omitting certain imple-

mentation details. To achieve higher signature expressiveness, the functionalities of 

interest (for example, those indicative of malware attack) are specified by activity 

diagrams (AD) in terms of both standard system objects and abstract behavioral con-

structs named functional operations. The utilization of functional objects and opera-

tions provides the necessary level of generalization yet preserves discriminatory prop-

erties of the specification. As a result, such an AD incorporates multiple realizations 

of the specified functionality hence increasing semantics and expressiveness of the 

signature. To mitigate obfuscation, an automatic generalization of AD specifications 

utilizing a set of generalization algorithms is applied, that automatically augments AD 

making them resilient to several behavioral obfuscation techniques, such as object 

relocation and multipartite activity. One can realize that the automatic generaliza-

tion/augmentation of single-realization-based unobfuscated AD suggested by expert 

results in the diversity of functionality recognition.  

In the detection domain pre-specified functionalities are to be reconstructed from 

the system call flow. This computational task can be very efficiently performed by 

executing respective Colored Petri nets (CPN) obtained from the generalized AD 

specification [4].  
It was found that CPN provide sufficient expressive power and are highly depend-

able and efficient for recognizing specified functionalities in the flow of system calls 

as well as utilized data [3]. Depending on the AD specification, the technology results 

in a coarse-grained detector or fine grained detector. Coarse-grained detectors trace 



 

only system call execution discarding information dependencies. Some functionalities 

are to be specified by AD with informational dependency between the operation 

attributes. In these cases fine-grained detectors trace information flows using dynamic 

data tracing techniques such as taint propagation thus potentially providing additional 

discriminative power.  

It could be seen that CPN is the enabling technology for the proposed IDS: it is 

used to define the functionalities of interests as behavior signatures, and at the same 

time it provides the mechanism for the signature detection (matching). The authors 

have developed and offered to the user community a generic CPN simulator suitable 

for specifying any complex event (such as functionality of interest) as a unique com-

bination of interrelated low-level events. This software presents an effective hand-

shake mechanism for matching/identification of complex structures [5]. 

Most aspects of the technology described herein were implemented in a prototype 

IDS [3] and validated on dozens of malware and hundreds of legitimate programs by 

successful detection of pre-defined malicious functionalities employed by network 

worms and bots, including self-replication engines and various malicious payloads. A 

series of experiments performed to estimate run-time overhead due to IDS implemen-

tation (except taint propagation engine that could be performed by dedicated hardware 

module) showed only 4% run time increase.  

4 Automatic Functionality Extraction 

One of the drawbacks of the above technology is the presence of an expert who will 

be engaged each time the set of functionalities is to be expanded. Automatic functio-

nality extraction would eliminate this drawback, and being enacted on a continuous 

basis, has a potential for the development of novel computer security mechanisms that 

is the main target of this paper. 

Functionality could be observed as a frequently occurring pattern in kernel object 

access graphs. Kernel objects such as files or processes represent important objects in 

the operating system. They are managed by the operating system kernel and so they 

can be accessed and manipulated only through system calls. Programs access kernel 

objects via handles, which are identifiers unique in the context of each process. Since 

all important data structures and resources in the operating system are represented by 

a kernel object, programs cannot do much without manipulating at least some of 

them. Kernel object dependencies are difficult to hide and since we ignore any other 

data dependencies, this model provides a robust, obfuscation resilient tool for mal-

ware analysis [6]. 

The simplest possible functionality is just a single system call. More complex func-

tionalities can have constraints on their arguments and contain several system calls 

and dependency relations between them. Significant functionalities are those which 

provide good descriptive power for program classification.  

Kernel Object Access Graph Dependencies between kernel objects can be 

represented by a directed graph, where each vertex represents an access (by system 

call) of a particular kernel object and edges represent dependency on (or modification 
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of) the object state. Every vertex is labeled by system call number and edges are la-

beled by the type of access. Being directed and acyclic, the graph defines partial or-

dering on the system calls observed in the trace. Kernel Objects are tracked by their 

handles if they are not named, or by their names if they are available.  

The following operations are monitored resulting in a kernel object dependency 

graph [6]: Object Creation, Obtaining a Handle to an Object, Read access, 

Write/modify access 

4.1 Access Graph Compression  

Since programs can easily execute several thousand system calls in less than a minute 

and each system call is represented by a vertex, the size of graphs built from execu-

tion traces quickly becomes unmanageable. Moreover, graphs often contain redundant 

information which obfuscates the graph rather than carries useful information. There-

fore, constructed graphs must be compressed by removing redundant information and 

condensing frequently appearing subgraphs into single vertices. 

There are three basic types of repetition: Sequence, Parallel Sequence, and Loop.  

Repetitions can be composed of subgraphs which are isomorphic to each other. Se-

quence and loop repetitions are replaced by the first member of the component while 

absorbing the outgoing edges from the last component and introducing a backwards 

edge, creating a loop. The parallel sequence is simply replaced by only one occur-

rence.  

The reuse of the code and executing the same functionality in multiple contexts re-

sults in virtually identical structures appearing in traces of the same or several differ-

ent programs. This is typical of API functions composed from more than one system 

call that inherently show up as a frequent subgraph structure. Since they always 

represent the same function there is no need to keep several copies of them and each 

instance can be replaced by a single node. This operation further reduces the data size 

and thus reduces the cost of subsequent processing. Since API functions are executed 

frequently and some of them translate into relatively large subgraphs, this size reduc-

tion can often be significant. Moreover, it also identifies structures which should al-

ways remain the same. Any deviation in standard API functions is by itself suspi-

cious. 

4.2  Functionality Extraction  

Functionalities can be identified as frequent subgraphs of the kernel object access 

graph. However, subgraph mining is computationally expensive and the graphs, 

though considerably reduced, are still large in size. Moreover, manual inspection of 

the obtained graphs indicates that most of the frequent structures seem to be contained 

together. This is because functionality is usually executed at one time without many 

additional system calls related to the same Kernel Object. These reasons justify the 

use of a heuristic technique which first converts graph components into a string and 

then performs a search for repeated factors [7]. While graphs cannot be expressed as 

strings without losing information, the string search algorithm cannot be fully relied 



 

on to find all functionalities. However, the heuristics [7] works well and computing 

common string factors is a much more efficient operation than frequent subgraph 

mining. While the described approach may not work should behavioral obfuscation 

techniques be applied, a proper subgraph mining algorithm might be required. 

4.3  Evaluation of the Functionality Extraction Procedure  

The described scheme was evaluated on execution traces obtained from several be-

nign and malicious programs running on Windows XP. System call traces were rec-

orded from our driver which intercepted system calls with their arguments by hooking 

into the SSDT table. Since we wanted to evaluate our approach in general conditions 

without any prior knowledge about importance of individual system calls for security, 

we intercepted all of the calls referenced by the service table, except a few for which 

we could not find the correct specification of input arguments. We used our driver to 

obtain execution traces from several malicious and benign applications. 

Malicious programs were obtained from the Offensive Computing website [8] and 

include malware samples of different types and from several families. Benign pro-

grams were selected to represent a typical user setup. We joined the obtained samples 

into three testing traces so that each trace consisted of several malware types and 

several benign programs.  

Table 1. Testing/validation of the functionality extraction procedure 

 

Since we monitored all of the system calls, the size of execution traces grew rapid-

ly with time, quickly exceeding 10GB for large traces. Therefore we used traces ob-

tained only for a limited amount of time, ranging from 1 minute to 20 minutes in the 

case of longest execution trace. Currently, the compression was applied to the entire 

graph that could have over ten thousand nodes. In the future, some incremental, real 

time compression schemes could be used allowing the processing of much longer 

traces. The results could be seen in Table 1. Figure 1 illustrates the functionality ex-

traction process. 

5 Customized Normalcy Profile and its Utilization in an IDS 

Proliferation of targeted information attack expected in the nearest future calls for 

novel IDS approaches capable of protecting "high value targets". Such a target is vi-

sualized as one or several networked machines operating in a closed network envi-

ronment executing a fixed set of approved programs that service industrial sys-

Trace 
# 

Number of 
system calls 

Number of unique graph 
components 

Number of detected 
functionalities 

Number of malicious func-
tionalities detected 

1 6927937 1047 341 23 

2 3704217 862 307 21 

3 20719 217 49 9 
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tems/processes and/or government facilities. It is known that StuxNet worm, perpe-

trating such an attack, employs several techniques to conceal its activity and to keep 

low activity profile. Such techniques include [2], [9]: 

 

Fig. 1. Functionality extraction 

 Controlled self-propagation that is achieved by limiting the number of generation 

of the worm 

 Uses multiple attack vectors to self-propagate via USB removable drives and local 

network 

 Uses rootkits digitally signed with stolen valid certificates that hide the worm bina-

ries 

 Uses centralized and decentralized mechanisms to update itself on infected ma-

chines 
 Employs various techniques to precisely identify the target of its attack 

To further our understanding of StuxNet type malware, we evaluated the robustness 

of modern AntiViruses for detecting StuxNet. The following simple experiment was 

performed on worm W32/Stuxnet.A downloaded from a public malware repository 

(md5- 74ddc49a7c121a61b8d06c03f92d0c13) [8]. 

1. We uploaded the malware binary to Virus Total website [10] that utilizes most 

common anti-viruses to detect the malware. It was found that almost all, 42 out of 

43, anti-viruses detected the worm.  

2. We modified the original worm by changing only one bit in the code section with-

out affecting the behavior of the worm. We should point out that OllyDbg dumper 

added additional sections to the binary, but the executable section of the code re-

mained intact.  

3. The modified worm was submitted to the Virus Total website. The scanning results 

showed that 25 out of 43 anti-viruses, including NOD32, Avast and Kaspersky, 

failed to detected the modified worm.  

Such fragile performance of anti-viruses could be attributed to the nature of the cur-

rent anti-virus technology utilizing binary patterns that are highly bound to rarely 



 

changed portions of the code. Our experiment demonstrates that targeted StuxNet-

type attacks can easily overcome current computer defense mechanisms.  

The utilization of the earlier described functionality extraction methodology offers 

a new perspectives to the development of a much more dependable IDS. Such an IDS 

would utilize a customized normalcy profile representing the normal operation of a 

network and a generic abnormal behavior profile comprising known malicious func-

tionalities. Both profiles are to be represented by CPN models and implemented on 

the basis of the CPN tool [5].  

The customized normalcy profile is perceived as a set of automatically extracted 

functionalities, subjected to generalization and augmentation, and accompanied by the 

frequencies of their execution. Unlike a public network providing services to a wide 

community of users, network of a "high value facility" is expected to demonstrate a 

very rigid set of functionalities and their frequencies. The abnormal behavior profile 

represents typical malicious functionalities by CPN-based behavioral signatures as in 

[3] and will be expanded as new malicious functionalities be detected.  

The initial deployment of the proposed IDS will result in the extraction of the func-

tionalities routinely executed within the network. However, the functionality extrac-

tion/recognition will be an on-going task. The detection of one or more malicious 

functionalities will indicate an attack. The detection of unseen earlier, not necessarily 

malicious functionalities, and/or mere changes in the execution frequencies of the 

functionalities would also indicate an attack. The alarm would prompt the necessary 

attack mitigation measures. Figure 2 illustrates the described IDS concept. The im-

plementation of the described approach includes the development and periodic updat-

ing of the normalcy profile, and the on-going tasks of the functionality extraction, 

detection of known malicious functionalities, and the anomaly detection in network 

operation. 

  

 

Fig. 2. IDS utilizing a customized normalcy profile 

6 Related Work 

   This paper is a continuation of previous work on malicious functionality specifica-

tion using CPN technology [3]. The utilization of CPN [4] enables automation of the 

networked computers implementing 

a fixed set of legitimate programs
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definition process. An approach to behavioral matching based on following depen-

dencies of system call arguments presented in [11]. Authors in [12] developed a me-

thod for constructing near-optimal behavior signatures from the behavior graph and 

use behavior graphs following data dependencies which capture even complex seman-

tic relationships. As per [13], malware employing advanced behavior obfuscation 

such as using covert channels to pass the information could escape detection. A sys-

tem-centric model of benign programs observing sequences of executed system calls 

is built in [14].  
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